Harvest Imperatives
1.1 A Mindset Which Views Being A _______ _______ As A Life And Death Issue.

1.2 A Mindset Which Views Making Disciples As Non-Optional For ________ ________.
1.3 A Mindset Which Believes It Is Possible For Any Believer to Be _________.

1.4 A Mindset Which Expects God To _________ His People For The Purpose Of Making Disciples.

1.5 A Mindset Which Anticipates A __________ Between Spiritual Fruit And Fervent Prayer.
The Proper Tool Set

2.1 Tools Which _______ Seekers To The True Gospel.

2.2 Tools Which Appropriately Use _____ And ______.

2.3 Tools Which Embrace A Proper View Of ______

__________.

2.4 Tools Designed With The Belief That God Does
The ___________, Using His Tool, ____ _____.
2.5 Tools Which Are Relevant To The Culture In Which You Live.

1. ________ Evangelism (1-D)
2. ________ Evangelism (2-D)
3. ________ Evangelism (3-D)

2.6 Tools Which Fit Your Unique ____________.

1. __________ / __________ Style
2. __________ / __________ Style

2.7 Tools Which Are ________ to the Seeker’s Resistance to Christianity.

1. ________ Resistance (Cultivate)-Develop a Relationship (Go)
2. ________ Resistance (Sow)-Explain the Gospel (Baptize)
3. ________ Resistance (Harvest)-Invite to Follow (Teach)

2.8 Tools Which Create an Appropriate ____________
To Address The Questions That Non-Believers are Asking.
2.9 Tools Which Allow For Multiple Appointment _________ – Not Merely Single Appointment _________.

2.10 Tools Which Accomodate The Two Common Requests of Most Who Investigate Christianity.

1. _________
2. _________

2.11 Tools Which Show Intellectual Respect To Those Investigating Christianity And Rely On The Intellectual _________ Of The Bible.
3.1 Workshops And Playgrounds Which Are Chosen With _________ ____________.

3.2 Workshops And Playgrounds Which Are _________ Routinely.